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Abstract

Quantum optomechanics became a profound recent interest that gives rise to many ap-

plications of quantum mechanics for macroscopic systems. In recent years, quantum

optomechanics focuses on the manipulation of mechanical motion under the incident

radiation pressure force. The phenomenon of optomechanical interaction can be used

to engineer quantum entanglement between optical mode and mechanical motion. This

thesis is mainly based upon different schemes for steady-state entanglement by employ-

ing optical parametric processes.

We are intended to study the optomechanical entanglement, we considered non

degenerate optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) as a gain medium inside a bimodal

cavity, with one movable mirror. The system exploits non-linear effects because of

the presence of nonlinear parametric amplifier within the optical cavity. Entanglement

quantification has been done by employing logarithmic negativity. The findings of our

results is that the entanglement between optical field and mechanical mode can be en-

hanced and made robust because of NOPA present within the system. We have showed

that there exists a considerable influence of system parameters upon entanglement e.g.,

input laser powers, decay rate, mean phonon number and the parametric phase. During

this study, We found that an appropriate choice of parametric gain not only enhances

the entanglement but also increases the robustness against thermal effects. An impor-

tant result is the influence of parametric phase on entanglement, which is related to the

phase matching condition for momentum conservation. This study concludes that, a

careful choice of system parameters lead to optimal entanglement.

Next, we introduced an optical parametric converter (OPC) inside a bimodal op-

tomechanical cavity. Our results demonstrated the key features of entanglement and its

dependence upon various system parameters. It is evident from the obtained results that

entanglement can be optimized by a careful selection of system parameters like, para-

metric phase. We conclude this study that, in general, parametric converter stabilizes

the mechanical instability which results in enhanced entanglement spectrum, both in red

and blue sideband regimes. Therefore, we can safely claim that inclusion of parametric

converter leads to the enhancement of entanglement spectrum.
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Laser phase noise (LPN) is an unavoidable source of noise, even with the present

day technology. We considered a Kerr-down conversion medium inside a single-mode

optomechanical cavity under the influence of pump laser phase noise. We studied

the effect of different system parameters with non-zero laser phase noise, on the op-

tomechanical entanglement. It is well known that inclusion of LPN greatly affects the

amount of achievable entanglement, since LPN acts as a decoherence channel. How-

ever, our results show that entanglement is still achievable even in the presence of LPN.

Interestingly, we find that several system parameters contributes positively towards the

enhancement of entanglement, like input laser power, parametric gain G and nonlinear

Kerr non-linearity. In addition, we infer that the inclusion of Kerr down-converter en-

hances the magnitude of entanglement domain in a two-fold way. Firstly, parametric

gain leads to the increased in the photon number inside the cavity and therefore, gives

rise to an increased radiation pressure on the movable mirror which results in entan-

glement enhancement. Secondly, Kerr non-linearity contributes to the stability of the

system and therefore, increases the domain of the entanglement spectrum. Our results

show that the addition of a Kerr down-converter to the optomechanical cavity can im-

prove the robustness of entanglement even in the presence of LPN.
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1 Introduction

Optomechanics is basically based on mechanical action of the radiation (light). The

forces due to the incident radiation pressure have many different classes for example, it

could be due to the absorption, reflection and radiation induces thermal effects. In 17th

century, Kepler argued that formation of comet’s tail is in essence due to the radiation

pressure force imparted through solar radiation. In addition to Kepler’s observation,

Maxwell theoretically described the radiation pressure force due to reflection of light,

which was later experimentally verified in the very beginning of 20th century [1–3].

Due to the invention of laser [4, 5], it became possible to conduct sophisticated experi-

ments related to the radiation pressure force. After 1970, the study of radiation pressure

effect became essential tool for atomic and optical physics, opening new vistas in the

area of cooling and trapping of atoms, ions and molecules [6–8]. The study of radiation

forces lead to a number of breakthroughs, including laser cooling and Bose-Einstein

condensation which resulted in two Nobel awards in 1997 and 2012, respectively.

In order to understand the origin of force due to radiation pressure from the

reflection of light, its momentum must be taken in to account. It is well known fact that

a light pulse having energy E carries momentum of p = E/c, here, in this expression, c

is the speed of light in the vacuum. The conservation of momentum requires that there

must have a momentum transfer of 2E/c at the surface (for reflection based radiation

pressure). Then the force is defined as momentum transferred per unit time, which gives

force F = 2P/c, with P as optical power. In case of absorption, the radiation pressure

force is half as compared with the reflection case [9].

The radiation pressure forces lie at the heart of optomechanics. The basic op-

tomechanical system consists of mechanical object(s) with very small mass such that

even feeble radiation pressure force gives rise to mechanical motion. A typical represen-

tation of such system is a Fabry-Perot cavity having one massive and fixed end-mirror

while the other mirror is free to oscillate like a harmonic oscillator, under the action

of incident radiation pressure. In order to study the quantum mechanical behavior of

1
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mechanical resonator of macroscopic dimension, this kind of system is found to be the

best candidate [10].

1.1 Historical Introduction of QuantumOptomechanical Sys-

tems
Here, we present a very naive and brief overview of the quantum optomechanics, and for

detailed discussion and historical developments one is referred to references [10–15].

The emergence of quantum optomechanics is due to the precision measurement

of gravitational field and gravitational wave detection that uses optical interferometry

[16, 17]. In such a scheme, basic idea is to treat radiation pressure interaction between

optical field and movable mirrors, quantum mechanically. The radiation pressure forces

imparted to the movable mirrors by reflection sets a quantum limit on the sensitivity

of detectors, as discussed in Ref. [18]. The mechanical effects of radiation pressure

in the case of interferometers were first studied by Brangisky [19, 20]. He considered

the influence of radiation pressure forces on a movable mirror by assuming harmonic

motion. Brangisky found that nature of radiation forces give damping or antidamping

effect in the mechanical motion of mirror. Based on these effects, he was able to pioneer

the experiments by employing a microwave cavity setup. An important development

was quantum demoliation measurement (QND), a key concept in quantum optics, that

circumvent the quantum limit [21]. It is worth mentioning that Brangisky also described

the effect of quantum fluctuations of incident radiation pressure and imposed a limit on

measurement of position of movable massive object (mirror in the present case) [22, 23].

Later, role of these pondermotive quantum effects in interferometers were clarified in

careful and detailed analyses by Caves [24], Jaekel, Renaud [25] and Pace et al [26].

These studies established a quantum limit standard for continuous position detection,

which helped in the detection of gravitational waves in observatories like LIGO and

VIRGO [27–29].

In addition to quantum measurement, nonlinear optics contributed in the advent

of quantum optomechanics. In nonlinear optics, we are mainly interested in materials

and systems that allows an optical field interaction, either with itself or with other fields.

In most of the cases, light interaction is very feeble and finding a system having strong

nonlinear interaction is rather challenging. In an optomechanical system, the length of

2
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cavity is dependent on optical intensity and therefore, could be treated as a non-linear

optical system, This kind of induced nonlinearity (Kerr type) was observed experimen-

tally by Dorcel and collaborators [30]. They used a laser of fixed frequency, incident on

a Fabry-Perot optomechanical cavity and observed bistability in optomechanical system

which is a characteristic feature of Kerr type nonliearity. About a decade later, Mancini

and Fabre, considered the intencity levels that are close to bistable region and found

that the nonlinearity could be employed to reduce the quantum noise by the incident

radiation pressure [31, 32]. Following these observation, there are several experimen-

tal demonstrations of nonlinear behavior of using cold trapped atoms within an optical

cavity [33–36].

In recent years, research in optomechanical systems have been broadened and

efforts are now being made towards non-classical aspects of mechanical element. There

exists many proposals for quantum state engineering of mechanical motion using radi-

ation pressure and quantum state of light, for example by Bose et al [37, 38]. In their

study, they used superposition of vacuum and single photon in optomechanical cavity

and the radiation pressure interaction generates optical-mechanical entangled state [39].

Based on these proposals, Marshall et al and Armour et al presented their schemes to

generate entanglement in optomechanical and electromechanical system [40, 41]. An-

other interesting work includes the schemes for teleporting an unknown state onto me-

chanical motion [42] and generation of mechanical-mechanical entanglement [43, 44].

More recently, there has been considerable success in quantum optomechanics e.g., the

observation of signatures of quantum motion [45–47]. At this point it is worth mention-

ing that, in order to observe quantum mechanical effects, a necessary condition must

be satisfied. This condition states that the product of mechanical quality factor and fre-

quency must satisfy the condition, Qmωm > kBT/�. Quantum regime for mechanical

systems have to be addressed from experimental as well as theoretical sides. On the

experimental side, challenge is to develop such systems that have large value of Qmωm

product. However, theoretical schemes must be developed such that they are not much

demanding for the magnitude of this product [48].

There are several challenges for the future technological progress in this field.

On the development side, mechanical elements are coupled with thermal bath of rel-

atively higher temperature, in contrast with usual laser cooling setups. These thermal

3
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bath leads to higher heating rates, which poses a challenge for ground state cooling of

mechanical resonators. In addition, frequency noise and phase noise that are associ-

ated with the driving laser, also offer difficulties due to the additional fluctuations in

radiation pressure. However, considerable advancements have been observed in the last

decade which is opening a new vistas for applications as well as fundamental aspects

of physics.

This research area is therefore rapidly growing however, there are still interest-

ing questions to answer, both on theoretical as well as on experimental side. Here, we

presented a very brief and naive historical introduction that is neither comprehensive

nor complete however, it highlights only the major breakthroughs of the field. Next, we

shall discuss the physical and mathematical basis of an optomechanical system and its

dynamics.

1.2 Basics of Optomechanical System
The simplest version of an optomechanical system is composed of a atandard Fabry-

Perot cavity (FPC) having a fixed end-mirror on one side of the cavity and other mirror

is movable under the action of force of incident radiation pressure. The schematic

diagram of such a system is displayed in Fig.(1.1). Optomechanical cavity is driven

by an input laser of frequency ωL, mechanical mode having frequency ωm and cavity

optical mode is characterized by frequency ωc. In addition, rate of cavity decay is

represented by κ, and on the other hand, mechanical damping is given by γm. It has

also been assumed that motion of mirror is along the x-direction. The setup is composed

of an optical cavity with one partially transmitting mirror and other mirror is allowed

to move along x-axis under the action of incident radiation pressure. Cavity resonance

frequency is denoted by ωc and ωm, be the frequency of movable mirror. In addition,

rate of optical decay is given by κ and γm and mechanical damping is denoted by ωm.

It has already been mentioned that optomechanical cavity has a variable length

due to the presence of radiation pressure force. This change in cavity length inturn

changes the intracavity light intensity and associated phase as pointed out by Brangisky

[19]. Moreover, variation in the cavity length, due to radiation pressure, changes the

oscillation frequency of movable mirror giving rise to an optical spring effect. The

second effect is the change in mechanical damping rate (also known as induced damping

4
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Figure 1-1: Schematic representation of an optomechanical cavity. Cavity is driven
by input laser of frequency ωL, resonance frequency of cavity is ωc and ωm, be the
frequency of movable mirror. Also κ and γm are the decay rates of cavity and the
mechanical motion, respectively.

rate). These effects collectively lead to the cooling of oscillating mirror. It is worthy

to mention that cooling of the mirror is related to the kinetic motion of movable mirror

position [49]. At low kinetic temperature, we can observe quantum effects associated

with macroscopic mechanical mirror. Mathematically, variation of mirror position is

described by the following relation;

〈
q2
〉
=

kBT

mωm

, (1.1)

here 〈q2〉 is the variation in mirror position and m is the effective mass of movable

mirror. It is clear from Eq. (1.1) that an increase in the resonance frequency leads to

the reduction of mirror’s fluctuation and hence decreases kinetic temperature. Next,

we consider the effects of induced damping upon the effective temperature of movable

mirror. The expression for energy of mechanical oscillator is given by,

d 〈E〉
dt

= −γm 〈E〉+ γmkBT − Γop 〈E〉 (1.2)

here, Γop is additional damping induced due to radiation pressure, γm is the damping

of mechanical motion and second term on the right hand side of Eq. (1.2) covers the
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thermal effects. We can obtain the steady-state solution of Eq. (1.2) which reads as

Teff =
γmT

γm + Γop

, (1.3)

which shows that for positive induced damping Γop, effective mirror temperature is

smaller than the temperature of environment. Therefore, we infer that both the ef-

fects i.e., optical spring effect and induced mechanical damping, lead to optomechanical

cooling.

1.2.1 Hamiltonian Formalism
In an effort to have a quantum mechanical description of any system, we first of all

obtain the Hamiltonian using the standard approach, as discussed by Law in Ref [50,

51]. We consider term by term contribution to construct the total Hamiltonian for the

system. The self energy parts of Hamiltonian from optical field and movable mirror are

Hop and Hm, respectively, and are given by;

Hop = �ωc

(
a†a+

1

2

)
, (1.4)

and

Hm =
p2

2m
+

1

2
mω2

mx
2. (1.5)

Here, a†(a) is the creation (annihilation) operator of cavity field and x and p be the

mechanical position and momentum operators. These operators follow standard com-

mutation relation i.e.,
[
a, a†

]
= 1 and [x, p] = i�. We can also represent the mechanical

operators in terms of bosonic creation and annihilation operators, defined by

b =
1

2

(
x√

�/2mωm

+ i
p√

�mωm/2

)
, (1.6)

and

b† =
1

2

(
x√

�/2mωm

− i
p√

�mωm/2

)
. (1.7)

Using the above representation, we can write the free Hamiltonian for mechanical part,

in the following form:
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Hm = �ωm

(
b†b+

1

2

)
. (1.8)

In the above expression, 1/2 is analogous to the optical part and represents the vacuum

fluctuations, which is intrinsically present. We now concentrate on interaction part of

the system i.e., related to coupling between cavity field and mechanical oscillator mode.

In an optomechanical cavity, mechanical displacement causes modulation in the cavity

resonance frequency ωc which varies as

ωc(x) = ωc + x
∂ωc

∂x
+ ... (1.9)

In most of the practical considerations, terms upto first order are sufficient and keeping

this in view, we have following interaction term:

HI = �Gxa†a. (1.10)

In the above expression, we have taken G = ∂ωc/∂x which is the optomechanical

coupling, x = xzpf

(
b+ b†

)
is the quantized displacement and g0 = xzpfG is op-

tomechanical coupling for vacuum. The final contribution to the total optomechanical

Hamiltonian comes from the external drive Hd, which is given by

Hd = i�
√
ηκ
(
εa† exp(−iωLt)− ε∗a exp(iωLt)

)
, (1.11)

with η be the optical efficiency and κ is the total cavity decay including intrinsic losses

and loss due to external coupling. The amplitude of the drive field is ε whose mag-

nitude is given by |ε| =
√

Pin/�ωL, with Pin being the input laser power. The total

Hamiltonian can be written by combining all of the contributions as follows;

HTotal = Hop +Hm +HI +Hd, (1.12)

which immediately gives

HTotal = �ωc

(
a†a+

1

2

)
+ �ωm

(
b†b+

1

2

)
(1.13)

+�Gxa†a+ i�
√
ς
(
εa† exp(−iωLt)− ε∗a exp(iωLt)

)
.

We can drop the contributions from vacuum fluctuations i.e., �ωc/2 and �ωm/2 because

these are not related to system dynamics.
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1.2.2 System Dynamics
We, here briefly outline the dynamics of optomechanical system using Quantum Langevin

approach. In this thesis, throughout we have used Markov approximation i.e., without

considering memory and noises are taken to be δ-correlated. The dynamics of our sys-

tem is governed by quantum Langevin approach, since optical field and mechanical

motion, both are driven by thermal and vacuum noises [52, 53]. The general equation

of motion are then

∂ta = i (Δ +Gx) a− κ

2
a+

√
κeain +

√
κ0fin, (1.14)

and

∂tb = −
(
iωm +

γm
2

)
b+ ig0a

†a+
√
γmbin. (1.15)

Here κ = κ0 + κe is the total decay from the cavity, which is the sum of intrinsic

and external coupling induced decay. Also Δ denotes the cavity detuning and ain, fin

and bin are the noise operators corresponding to cavity field, thermal and mechanical

motion, respectively, obeying the following correlations (Markovian approximation):

〈
a†in(t)ain(t

′)
〉
= 0, (1.16)

〈
bin(t)b

†
in(t

′)
〉
= (nth + 1) δ(t− t′), (1.17)

〈
b†in(t)bin(t

′)
〉
= nthδ(t− t′). (1.18)

These correlators alongwith governing Langevin equations describe the system com-

pletely, which incorporate all necessary quantum fluctuations.

1.3 Optomechanical Entanglement
Quantum entanglement is a trademark attribute of quantummechanics which has gained

a lot of attention since the early days of quantum mechanics [54, 55]. In principle,

there is no restriction from the basic principles of quantum mechanics that prohibits

entanglement in macroscopic systems. It is therefore, of vital importance to study the

entanglement and other quantum properties in macroscopic systems. Optomechanical
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system are of macroscopic dimensions and therefore, furnish us with the basic and ideal

test bench to explore the macroscopic quantum effects. In their theoretical proposal

Vitali et al, first showed the entanglement generation in a single-mode optomechanical

cavity system [56]. The generated entanglement has also been shown as a function

of effective temperature of movable mirror. Moreover, there are several interesting

theoretical proposals on the generations of optomechanical entanglement e.g., in Ref

[57, 58] among many others. Some of these proposals report about the robustness

of entanglement against decoherence and temperature effects [59–61]. In addition to

theoretical study, one of the first experimental observation was reported by Palomaki

et al using a superconducting optomechanical system [62]. In their experiment, they

employed a microwave field and a mechanical oscillator. This field is gaining rapid

growth, both theoretically and experimentally and present day technology is making it

possible to conduct sophisticated experiment in this direction.

In recent year, several schemes for the optomechanical entanglement generation

have been proposed, using hybrid system. These system have optical elements and/or

atomic gain medium inside an optomechanical cavity [63]. There are several proposals

for atomic gain medium based hybrid systems for entanglement generation, for exam-

ple Ge et al have considered entanglement in a correlated emission laser (CEL) with

cascade atomic medium in a two-mode cavity utilizing two classical fields [64]. They

found that generated entanglement is controllable and has more robustness against tem-

perature. In another scheme, Ge and collaborators considered CEL with three-level

gain medium inside a two-mode resonant cavity [65]. In this study, they considered

strong mirror-field coupling with a lasers with anti-stokes sidebands. It has been re-

ported that entanglement increases with the gain of medium which can be controlled

by external drive of gain medium. A different scheme has been proposed by Asjad

and collaborators, in which they considered an optomechanical system with degenerate

fermi gas interacting with the optical field. Their results clearly depicts that entangle-

ment is strogly dependent on atomic mass and bistability parameter [66]. In another

study, entanglement between Bose-Einstein Condensate(BEC) and single-mode optical

field has been considered. In this case, entanglement is found to be highly prone to

temperature and can be controlled by effective coupling parameter between BEC and

9
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mechanical resonator [67, 68]. In order to increase the control of optomechanical en-

tanglement, several schemes have been proposed. In one such study, feedback of signal

derivative has been employed to obtain closed-loop control [69]. This feedback control

enhance the fidelity of teleportation to be greater than 2/3, which is a threshold value.

It is interesting to mention here about the recent proposals for tripartite entanglement

in atom-cavity optomechanical system. In another study Liu et al proposed a scheme

for tripartite entanglement using a two-level atom in an optomechanical cavity [70].

They claimed that Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) like states can be generated by

exploiting the spontaneous emission rate and average number of photons inside the cav-

ity. More recently, Liao et al have presented a similar model for the generation of tri-

partite entanglement. In this study, tripartite entanglement was generated by exploiting

π-tangle and atomic coherence angle [71]. They claimed the generated entanglement to

be more robust against dissipation.

In order to quantify entanglement, there are many proposals including Posi-

tive Partial Transpose (PPT), partial separability, negativity and logarithmic negativity

etc [72, 73]. Out of these measures, logarithmic negativity has been proven as a non-

convex entanglement monotone [73]. It is worth mentioning that optomechanical sys-

tems have continuous variable entanglement, therefore, logarithmic negativity has been

extensively used to quantify optomechanical entanglement. We therefore, employed

logarithmic negativity as an entanglement measure throughout the thesis.

It is a well known and extensively studied fact that parametric processes play

crucial role in modern non-linear quantum optics because these interactions generate

or annihilate correlated photon in the system. These correlated photons then play im-

portant role in the system properties and dynamics which have many applications for

example, the generation of squeezed states [74], cooling of movable mirror [75, 76] and

many more interesting quantum mechanical features.

This main focus of present thesis is on different schemes for the generation

of optomechanical entanglement. We have considered different scenarios and systems

namely, Non-degenerate optical parametric amplifier and Parametric converter inside

an optomechanical cavity. In another scheme, we considered Kerr down-conversion
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system in the presence of Laser Phase noise (LPN). Laser phase noise has been exten-

sively studied in many studies and it has been found that LPN has a considerable effect

on the system dynamics as discussed in Ref. [77] and references therein. In our study,

we studied the various aspects of LPN using variety of system parameters. Our results

depicts a considerable enhancement of entanglement by the interaction of parametric

element within the optomechanical cavity e.g., parametric amplification and conversion

processes. Next, we considered the effects of phase noise associated with pump laser.

1.4 Experimental Feasibility
During the last decade, there has been remarkable increase in experimental studies re-

lated to the practical aspects of optomechanical setups. These experiments are highly

dependent on the availability of high-Q resonators [10–15]. In their seminal paper, Vi-

tali et al gave a feasible experimental scheme for detection of mechanical motion [56].

In the following, we would highlight couple of studies regarding the recent experiments

for the optomechanical entanglement.

There are many groups involved in the experimental setup for obtaining the

macroscopic optomechanical entanglement. More recently, Riedinger and collabora-

tors have experimentally demonstrated the remote entanglement between two micro-

mechanical resonators which are 20cm apart with high quality factor of Q = 2.2× 105

[78].

In another interesting experimental work, Marinkovic and collaborators have

experimentally presented the optomechanical test for violation of Bell-type inequality

[79]. They have used macro-mechanical oscillators comprising of 1010 atoms (approx).

In their experiment, Bell-type inequality violates for more than four-standard devia-

tions, which shows the non-classical behavior of their system.

Keeping these experimental studies, we have used the experimentally feasible

system parameters. Therefore, our prediction presented in present thesis, can be exper-

imentally verified through similar kind of setups.

1.5 Layout of the Thesis
Chapter 1 is the introduction about optomechanical systems. This chapter opens with

a brief historical note and introduced very comprehensively the basic Hamiltonian and
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governing equations. Next, a very brief introduction to optomechanical entanglement

and experimental feasibility has been presented.

In chapter 2, we have studied the steady-state entanglement for a bimodal op-

tomechanical cavity having a Non-degenerate optical parametric amplifier (NOPA). In

this chapter, basic Hamiltonian has been obtained and quantum Langevin equations

have been derived. These set of coupled Langevin equations are then linearized to

obtain system’s drift matrix. Moreover, entanglement has been quantified using loga-

rithmic negativity, in order to obtain results for different system parameters. Our results

show that entanglement has been greatly enhanced due to the presence of NOPA. It has

also been shown that a careful choice of control parameters lead to optimal entangle-

ment.

Chapter 3 presents further advancement of parametric process i.e., an introduc-

tion of parametric converter to study its effects on steady-state optomechanical entan-

glement. This chapter follows a similar line of action as discussed in chapter. 2. In the

present case we have obtained entanglement for both, red sideband and blue sideband

regimes. Entanglement is quantified using logarithmic negativity, and results are ob-

tained for different physical parameters e.g., input power, cavity decay, average phonon

number and the associated phase. Our study shows that entanglement gets more robust

by the inclusion of parametric converter.

Effect of pump laser phase noise is the main focus for chapter 4. We consid-

ered a single-mode cavity having Kerr type down-conversion medium in the presence

of pump laser phase noise (LPN). It is well known that LPN greatly affects the amount

of achievable entanglement, since LPN acts as a decoherence channel. Our results show

that entanglement is still achievable in the presence of phase noise for a careful choice

of control parameters. Interestingly, we find that several system parameters contributes

positively towards the enhancement of entanglement, like input laser power, paramet-

ric gain and nonlinear Kerr non-linearity. In addition, we infer that the inclusion of

Kerr down-converter enhances the magnitude of entanglement domain in a two-fold

way. Firstly, parametric gain leads to the increased in the photon number inside the

cavity and therefore, gives rise to an increased radiation pressure on the movable mirror

which results in entanglement enhancement. Secondly, Kerr non-linearity contributes
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to the stability of the system and therefore, increases the domain of the entanglement

spectrum.

Finally, chapter 5 contains the summary and conclusion drawn out of the whole

thesis.
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2 Optomechanical Entanglement: Effects of
Non-Degenerate Optical Parametric

Amplifier (NOPA)

2.1 Introduction
Optical parametric amplification is one of the widely studied process. In a paramet-

ric process, quantum state of medium remains invariant after the interaction. In other

words, there is no change in energy and momentum in a parametric process. An impor-

tant parametric process is a parametric amplification, which can be degenerate as well

as non degenerate [80–85].

In this chapter, we present a proposal for the generation of optomechanical en-

tanglement between a cavity field of two-mode optomechanical cavity and movable

mechanical mirror. There is an optical element, namely a Non-Degenerate Optical Para-

metric Amplifier (NOPA) within the cavity [86]. Degenerate OPA is a special case of

NOPA, in which generated output frequencies are the same. However, in case of NOPA,

generated frequencies are distinct. There are a number of proposals involving the study

of NOPA. In an interesting study, Reid and Drummond have presented quantum corre-

lation of phase of the NOPO [80, 81]. In recent years, many sophisticated experiments

have been performed utilizing parametric amplifiers and NOPA. One such study is due

to Zhou and collaborators, they generated entangled state by employing Coherent Feed-

back Control (CFC) coupled to a NOPA [87]. The importance of NOPA has been found

in some interesting applications which include the generation of squeezed state [88],

Fock states of optical field [89], generation and swapping phenomenon of entangled

state, Zhang et al [90], among many others.

This chapter is organized as follows; Sec (2.2) contains the total Hamiltonian of

the system including NOPA, which has been used to derive quantum langevin equations
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and the corresponding drift matrix. Section (2.3) discusses the quantification of entan-

glement by employing logarithmic negativity as an entanglement measure. Numerical

results for different system parameters like the pump laser power, average phonon num-

ber, parametric phase, and cavity decays are discussed in section (2.4). Summary of the

chapter is given in the last section.

2.2 Basic Theoretical Model

2.2.1 The Hamiltonian
We have taken a single two-mode Fabry-Perot Cavity(FPC) having an optical element,

NOPA with two fixed end-mirrors and the other is totally reflecting movable mirrorM

which is movable along the cavity axis (See Fig.(2.1)). The mirror M is supposed to

have much smaller and less mass than the fixed end mirrors, such that we can model it as

a quantum harmonic oscillator which is supposed to be in equilibrium with the thermal

bath, having the temperature T . The motion of movable mirror is along the cavity axis

with frequency ωm and effective mass denoted bym. Mechanical damping rate is given

by γm = ωm/Qm, where Qm is mechanical quality factor, proportional to the average

phonon occupation number which is present inside the optomechanical cavity. Incident

radiation pressure induces a change in the cavity length, as a result a phase shift would

be introduced within the cavity. In this study, adiabatic regime has been assumed, which

requires ωm � πc/L1, with L1 is the length of cavity and c denotes speed of light in

free space. In addition, we can ignore the photon generation by Doppler effect, Casimir

and retardation effects in adiabatic regime [91–93].

The total Hamiltonian of the system in a rotating frame at the frequency of laser

ωlk alongwith above mentioned assumptions is given by

H = H0 +HI , (2.1)

with
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Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram showing a two-mode optomechanical cavity. The cav-
ity contains a non-degenerate OPA (NOPA), which is driven by input pump lasers hav-
ing frequencies ωLs

(s = 1, 2).

H0 =
∑

j=1,2

�(ωcj − ωLj
)a†jaj − �χ1qa

†
1a1

+
1

2
(
p2

m
+mω2

mq
2) +

∑
j=1,2

i�εj(a
†
j − aj), (2.2)

and

HI = i�G(exp(iϕ)a†1a
†
2 − exp(−iϕ)a1a2). (2.3)

The free part of Hamiltonian is H0, with first term for cavity field while second term

describes the coupling between optical and mechanical mode. Here, annihilation (cre-

ation) operators aj(a†j), j = 1, 2, and χ1 = ωc1/L1 describes the coupling strength of

optomechanical interaction. Next term is the self energy free part of mechanical mirror

with q and p being dimensionless position and momentum operators that obey commu-

tation algebra [q, p] = i�. The final term of the Hamiltonian H0 represents the pump

laser drive of intracavitay cavity mode. The frequency of pump laser is ωLj
with am-

plitude given as Ej . The amplitude and input power are related to each other such that
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|Ej| =
√

2Pjκj

�ωLj

(j = 1, 2), where κk is the decay rates of cavity. Interaction part HI

describes the effects of NOPA withG as gain of parametric amplifier and ϕ as the phase

of the driving field.

2.2.2 Quantum Langevin Equations
In order to study the system dynamics, we employed quantum Langevin approach [94,

95]. Under the action of Hamiltonian (Eq. (2.1)), we obtained the following set of

coupled nonlinear equations (from now c = � = 1):

.
q = p/m, (2.4)

.
p = χ1a

†
1a1 −mω2

mq − γmp+ ξ, (2.5)

.
a1 = −i(ωc1 − ωL1

)a1 + iχ1qa1 + ε1 +G exp(iϕ)a†2 (2.6)

− κ1a1 +
√
2κ1ain,1,

and

.
a2 = −i(ωc2 − ωL2

)a2 + ε2 +G exp(iϕ)a†1 (2.7)

− κ2a2 +
√
2κ2ain,2,

where ain,k (k = 1, 2) are the vacuum noise operators that satisfies the following corre-

lation functions [94]:

〈
a†in,j(t)ain,j(t

′)
〉
= δ(t− t′), (2.8)

〈
a†in,j(t)a

†
in,j(t

′)
〉
= 〈ain,j(t)ain,j(t′)〉 = 0. (2.9)

The correlation function for Brownian noise operator ξ is given by [95, 96]

〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = mγm
2π

∫
ωeiω(t−t′)[coth(

�ω

2kBT
) + 1]dω, (2.10)
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here, T is the thermal bath temperature and kB denotes the standard Boltzmann’s con-

stant.

Next we considered the steady-state dynamics of the system. We assumed the

amplitude of mechanical mirror such that every Heisenberg operator can have a form of

c-number and can be expanded as a steady-state value of the operator plus a fluctuation

operator having zero average, therefore, we take q = qs+δq, p = ps+δp, aj = ajs+δaj

with j = 1, 2. We can linearize the set of Eqs. (2.4) - (2.7)) upto first order in fluctuation

operators. In order to have steady-state average values of the operators given by the

following expressions:

qs =
�χ1 |a1s|2
mω2

m

, ps = 0,

a1s =
Geiϕε2 − ε1Γ

∗
2

Γ1Γ∗
2 +G2

, (2.11)

a2s =
ε1Γ2 −Ge−iϕε2 − ε2(Γ

∗
1Γ2 +G2)

Γ2(Γ∗
1Γ2 +G2)

,

where we have taken Λ1 = −i(Δ1 − χ1qs) − κ1, Λ2 = −iΔ2 − κ2, Δ1 = ωc1 − ωL1

and Δ2 = ωc2 − ωL2
. It can be seen from above set of governing equations that NOPA

affects the asymptotic values of operators.

It is clear from Fig. 2.1 that, the oscillation frequency of movable mirror M is

ωm and which is coupled to one of the optical mode directly, say, a1. Also the effective

detuningΔ′
1 = Δ1−χ1qs is modified in a way that it incorporates the effects of incident

force because of the radiation pressure. An important fact is that the operators qs and

a1s exhibit multistable behavior which has been studied in detail in Refs. [30, 97]. It is

clear from Eq. (2.11), that it is a higher degree polynomial equation and therefore, have

multiple roots (five in present case). In order to further analyse the system, we pick the

solution that satisfies the stability conditions. If the input pump power is large enough

and satisfy the condition |as| � 1, we can linearize the set of Langevin Eqs. (2.4)

- (2.7) by dropping the terms of higher order terms to obtain the quantum Langevin

equations:

.

δq = δp/m, (2.12)
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.

δp = −mω2
mδq − γmδp+

χ1

2
(a1s + a∗1s)δX1 (2.13)

+ i
χ1

2
(a∗1s − a1s)δY1 + ξ,

.

δX1 = Δ
′

1δY1 − iχ1(a
∗
1s − a1s)δq +G cos(ϕ)δX2 (2.14)

+G sin(ϕ)δY2 − κ1δX1 +
√
2κ1δXin,1,

.

δY1 = −Δ
′

1δX1 + χ1(a
∗
1s + a1s)δq −G cos(ϕ)δY2 (2.15)

+G sin(ϕ)δX2 − κ1δY1 +
√
2κ1δYin,1,

.

δX2 = Δ2δY2 +G cos(ϕ)δX1 +G sin(ϕ)δY1 (2.16)

− κ2δX2 +
√
2κ2δXin,2,

and

.

δY2 = −Δ2δX2 −G cos(ϕ)δY1 +G sin(ϕ)δX1 (2.17)

− κ2δY2 +
√
2κ2δYin,2,

here field quadratures have been devised which are defined as δXk = δak + δa†k and

δYk = i(δa†k − δak). The quadratures for noise operators are defined as δXin,j =

δain,j + δa†in,j and δYin,j = i(δa†in,j − δain,j), respectively where j = 1, 2. Above set of

linearized Langevin equations can be written in a compact matrix form as

.

J(t) = A.J(t) + ν(t), (2.18)

with J(t) = (δq, δp, δX1, δY1, δX2, δY2)
T is the column vector, that represents the fluc-

tuations and ν(t) = (0, ξ,
√
2κ1δXin,1,

√
2κ1δYin,1,

√
2κ2δXin,2,

√
2κ2δYin,2)

T is the

vector for the corresponding noise sources. Here we have system’s drift matrix denoted
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as A which is of 6× 6 order and is given by:

A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 1
m

0 0 0 0

−mω2
m −γm

χ1

2
(a1s + a∗1s) iχ1

2
(a∗1s − a1s) 0 0

−iχ1(a
∗
1s − a1s) 0 −κ1 Δ

′

1 G cos(ϕ) G sin(ϕ)

χ1(a
∗
1s + a1s) 0 −Δ

′

1 −κ1 G sin(ϕ) −G cos(ϕ)

0 0 G cos(ϕ) G sin(ϕ) −κ2 Δ2

0 0 G sin(ϕ) −G cos(ϕ) −Δ2 −κ2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

(2.19)

It is evident that the system under consideration is nonlinear in nature and a

proper stability analysis is required. However, there are many studies focused on the

bistable and unstable dynamics of optomechanical systems [98, 99]. In such studies, it

has been found that, certain systems for generation of squeezed light or spin squeezing

and entanglement generation in optomechanical systems, take the advantage of unsta-

ble regimes. It has been shown by Ghobadi et al that entanglement in bistable regime is

robust against higher temperatures [99]. In the present thesis, we restrict ourselves only

to stable working regime. In order to examine the nature of dynamical system and sta-

bility analysis, we employ Routh-Hurwitz (RH) criterion [100]. It is worth mentioning

that RH criterion is based on the signatures of real parts of eigenvalues of the system’s

drift matrix A, a negative sign represents a stable point whereas, a positive value corre-

sponds to an unstable point. We also derived the conditions for stability, that are given

below:

|g1| > 0; |g2| > 0 and g3 > 0, (2.20)

here,

g1 = 2γ2
mκ1 − 2Δ

′2
1 κ1 + 4γmκ

2
1 + 2κ3

1 + γmω
2
m,

g2 = −γmΔ
′2
1 + γmκ

2
1 + 2κ1ω

2
m,

g3 = 2 |a1s|2 Δ′

1χ
2
1 −Δ

′2
1 ω

2
m + κ2

1ω
2
m.

Throughout this study, we have used the numerical values of the physical pa-

rameters satisfying above stability conditions. In order to determine the properties

of system, we define covariance matrix (CM) of the system. We can define CM in

terms of the expectation values of J(∞). In a mathematical way, we can express it as,
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Vmn = 〈Jm(∞)Jn(∞) + Jn(∞)Jm(∞)〉 /2. This CM can be derived by solving steady

state Lyapunov equation [101]

AV + V AT = −D, (2.21)

hereD is the diffusion matrix given by,D = Diag[0, γm(2
_
n+1), κ1, κ1, κ2, κ2].Where

mean thermal phonon described by _
n = (exp( �ωm

kBT
) − 1)−1. We can easily solve Eq.

(2.21) to obtain CM. Throughout the study, we have solved the Lyapunov equation,

numerically. Exact analytical expression for matrix elements are rather tedious and

difficult to obtain, therefore, we reproduce our numerical simulation results.

2.3 Entanglement Quantification: Logarithmic Negativity
In this section, we briefly outline the quantification of optomechanical entanglement be-

tween macroscopic mirror and the cavity’s field. We considered the bipartition mechanical/a1

entanglement and in order to quantify it, we have used the logarithmic negativity EN ,

as a proposed entanglement measure [102]. We can define EN as [103, 104]

EN = max[0,− ln(2τ−)], (2.22)

where, τ− = 2−1/2[
∑

V −{(∑V )2−4 det(V )}1/2]1/2 and∑V = det(α)+det(β)−
2 det(Υ).Here α, β andΥ are the 2x2 blocks of the CMwhich is given by the following:

V ≡
⎛
⎝ α Υ

ΥT β

⎞
⎠ . (2.23)

We can interpret CM in terms of its block matrices. The block matrices α and β are

related to the variances associated with the mechanical mirror and cavity optical mode,

respectively. Moreover, the matrixΥ is related to the optomechanical correlation due to

NOPA present within the cavity. As Simon’s entanglement criterion states, a Gaussian

state is said to be entangled if τ− < 1/2, which can alternatively be written in the form

as 4 det(V ) <
∑

(V )− 1/4 [104].

2.4 Numerical Results
In this section, we focus on the results of our numerical simulations. Throughout this

study, we have investigated the entanglement generation between optical mode and
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Figure 2-2: EN vs Δ1/ωm for different choices of pump laser power P = P1 = P2

without NOPA. Other parameters are κ1 = κ2 = 0.5ωm, nth = 50, m= 5 ng, G = 0 and
φ = 0.

mechanical mode of movable mirror. We chose the numerical parameters that satisfy the

stability conditions given by Eq. (2.20). In the whole analysis, we assumed the strong

coupling as a working regime i.e., χ2
1/γm >> κ1, κ2. We have assumed the length

of cavities to be L1 = 1 mm, L2 = 3 mm, effective mass of mirror is m, parametric

gain G = 6 × 106s−1 and input laser wavelengths are taken to be λ1 = 1064 nm and

λ2 = 810 nm, respectively. The frequency of mirror oscillation ωm/2π = 275kHz,

mean thermal phonon nth = 50 and mechanical quality factor is taken to be Qm =

ωm/γm = 2.1× 105. It is important to point out that, throughout our analysis, we have

assumed red sideband as a working regime.

We now discuss the variation of entanglementEN with respect to the normalized

detuning Δ1/ωm for a bare cavity i.e., without NOPA (G=0) for different input laser

powers (See Fig. 2.2). For the sake of simplicity, we assume the power of both input

lasers to be the same i.e., P = P1 = P2. Other system parameters include fixed

cavity decay rates κ1= κ2 = 0.5ωm, phase of the driving field ϕ = 0 and average

thermal phonon occupation nth = 50. It is evident from the results that an increase in

input laser power leads to enhanced entanglement. The reason behind enhancement is
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Figure 2-3: EN vs Δ1/ωm for different choices of laser power P = P1 = P2 after
the inclusion of NOPA. Other parameters are κ1 = κ2 = 0.5ωm, nth = 50, m= 5 ng,
G = 6× 106s−1 and φ = 0.
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Figure 2-4: EntanglementEN for different values of cavity decay κ1. Other parameters
are κ2 = 0.5ωm, m= 5 ng, G = 6× 106s−1, nth = 50 and φ = 0.
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Figure 2-5: Entanglement EN for different values for the input power ratios P2/P1.
Cavity decay κ1= κ2 = 0.5ωm, m= 5 ng, G = 6 × 106s−1, nth = 50 and parametric
phase φ = 0.

related to the increase in radiation pressure within the cavity. However, this increment

has a limitation because additional increase in radiation pressure introduces additional

noise in the system which limits the further enhancement of entanglement. In order

to study the effects of NOPA, in Fig. (2.3) we show the variation of entanglement for

G = 6 × 106s−1 i.e., with the inclusion of NOPA. The result shows that entanglement

has been greatly increased and the domain of EN on the normalized detuning scale

has also been broadened. A careful comparison leads to the conclusion that increased

parametric gain results in increased photon occupation inside the cavity which improves

the optomechanical coupling [75].

Optomechanical entanglement can be affected by the cavity losses i.e., leakage

of photons through the cavity. Next, we have taken cavity decay κ1 in to account as

shown in Fig. (2.4). This effect has been studied for different values of κ1 while keeping

the cavity decay κ2 corresponding to second field, constant. It is evident from the

results that an enhanced cavity decay contributes to the decrease of photon occupation

and therefore, results in the decrease of entanglement. Moreover, we want to study
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about the role of second optical mode, which is not directly coupled with the motion

of movable mirror. We considered different selections of input power ratios i.e., P2/P1

for input pump lasers, keeping P1 fixed at 5mW (See Fig.(2.5)). It is evident from the

results that, although second field mode is not coupled to mechanical motion in a direct

manner, P2 still has a notable effect on the entanglement. In this way second field mode

affects the entanglement and apparently this is because of the presence of NOPA within

the cavity.

In order to study the effects of optical parametric gainG of NOPA, we have con-

sidered distinct values of G, keeping the other physical parameters same as discussed

in previous case (See Fig. (2.6)). It is worth noting that, for a finite value of G, en-

tanglement has a strong dependence on the magnitude of G. The reason for enhanced

entanglement lies in the fact that increase in magnitude of parametric gain G leads to

an increased incident radian pressure which results in the entanglement enhancement.

Next, we considered the effects of parametric gain G. In order to further investigate

the effects of G, we plotted EN against G for four different fixed values of normalized

detuning, see Fig. (2.7). It is found that an increase in entanglement is the manifest

of increased pressure of incident radiation i.e., due to parametric amplification process.

These results show that a careful choice of system parameters lead to optimal entangle-

ment.

It is a well known fact that temperature has a considerable effect on entangle-

ment. In Fig. (2.8), we have shown the dependence of entanglement EN on the mean

thermal phonon numbers. It has already been explicitly shown from the expression of

nth that phonon occupation number which is proportional to the temperature. This fact

has been shown in Fig. (2.8) which shows higher phonon number leads to the suppres-

sion of entanglement. In Fig. (2.8), dotted curve shows the entanglement for cavity

without a NOPA and mirror massm1 = 5ng and black solid cure corresponds to a finite

value ofGwith similar value of effective massm1. By a comparison of these curves, we

infer that NOPA contributes in the enhancement of entanglement. In addition, dashed

curve is plotted for higher effective mass i.e., m1 = 50ng, which immediately shows

that an increase in the mass of movable mirror decreases the entanglement.

Upto now we have taken parametric phase associated with driving field i.e.,
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Figure 2-6: Entanglement EN for different values of parametric gain G (in the units of
s−1). Cavity decay κ1= κ2 = 0.5ωm, m= 5 ng, nth = 50, P = 5mW and parametric
phase φ = 0.
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Figure 2-7: Entanglement EN as a function of parametric gain G for different values
of detuning. Cavity decay κ1= κ2 = 0.5ωm, m= 5 ng, G = 6 × 106s−1, nth = 50,
P = 5mW and parametric phase φ = 0.
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Figure 2-8: Entanglement EN as a function of average phonon number nth for differnt
choices of masses and parametric gain G. Cavity decay κ1= κ2 = 0.5ωm, P = 5mW ,
G = 6 × 106s−1 (dased and solid curves) and parametric phase φ = 0. Dotted curve
corresponds to the case without NOPA having effective mirror mass ofm = 5ng
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Figure 2-9: Entanglement EN versus parametric phase ϕ/2π. Cavity decay κ1= κ2 =
0.5ωm, m= 5 ng, nth = 50 and parametric phase φ = 0 for three different values of gain
G (in the units of s−1).

ϕ = 0. However, effects of parametric phase in any optical parametric process is unde-

niable. Next we have plotted EN against ϕ/2π for different choices of G, to study the

influence of parametric phase on generated entanglement (See Fig.(2.9)). We assumed

the cavity decay to have a fixed value and remaining parameters are the same as in Fig.

(2.3). Our results clearly show that the bipartite entanglement is strongly influenced by

the phase and gain of NOPA. Figure (2.9) shows that entanglement exhibits a nonlinear

response with respect to phase ϕ. This result shows that there exists an optimal value

of phase which is about ϕ = 0.35π rad. It may be mentioned that the parametric phase

is infact related to the phase matching condition which is a consequence of momentum

conservation. In addition to the above argument, a proper choice of parametric phase

leads to maximum noise suppression corresponding to a perfect signal-idler phase cor-

relation. Due to the suppression of noise, we obtained maximum entanglement, that

corresponds to an optimal choice of parametric phase.
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3 Optomechanical Entanglement: effects of
Optical Parametric Converter (OPC)

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we extend the study of optomechanical entanglement by considering

the effect of parametric interactions. Parametric conversion is a non-linear process in

which input light frequency is converted to different frequency with the aid of optical

non-linearities. There are many applications of parametric conversion that includes sum

and difference frequency generation [105–107], frequency doubling [108], generation

of femtosecond pulses [109, 110] and raman conversion for optical communication

[111] and many more.

Optical parametric converter has been used as an entangler and this feature has

been studied by Lee and collaborators [112]. Using input-output formalism they have

shown that the output modes of parametric converter are mutually entangled [113, 114].

In this chapter, we focus on the effects of optical parametric converter upon the

steady-state entanglement [115]. We considered a bimodal optomechanical cavity con-

taining a parametric converter inside it. Our results show that entanglement became

more robust with the aid of parametric converter as compared with the bare cavity case.

In this chapter, we start from the total Hamiltonian for the system that contains paramet-

ric conversion process and obtain the quantum Langevin equations. Next, we discussed

the entanglement scheme and obtained numerical results. In the end, conclusion is

given.

3.2 Model and Governing Equations
Consider a bimodal optomechanical system having a parametric converter within the

cavity. The cavity contains one mechanical mode, associated with movable mirror and

two optical modesM (See Fig.3-1). It is assumed that movable mirror has much smaller

mass as compared with the fixed mirrors, so that it can oscillate about its mean position

under the action of existing radiation pressure of the optical field. Motion of movable
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Figure 3-1: Schematic bimodal optomechanical cavity which consists of a movable
mirror M and two fixed end mirrors. There is a parametric converter inside the cavity,
frequencies of input drive lasers are ωLs

(s = 1, 2), respectively.

mirror is along the cavity axis having frequency ωm, effective mass m and mechan-

ical damping described by the term γm = 1
Q
ωm, where Q is the mechanical quality.

In addition, moving mirror is supposed to have a thermal equilibrium with the bath

having temperature T . We assume the adiabatic working regime i.e., we ignore the

photon scattering in other modes. In other words, adiabatic limit leads to the condition

ωm � πc/L0, with L0 being the length of relevant cavity and c is the usual velocity of

light. Therefore, under above conditions along-with rotating wave approximation and

in a frame rotating at input laser frequencies ωLs, (s=1,2), the complete Hamiltonian of

system takes the form:

H = H0 +H1, (3.1)

where
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H0 =
∑

s=1,2

�(ωcs − ωLs
)a†sas − �ζ1qa

†
1a1 (3.2)

+
1

2
(
p2

m
+mω2

mq
2) +

∑
s=1,2

i�Es(a
†
s − as), (3.3)

and

H1 = �G(exp(iφ)a†1a2 + exp(−iφ)a†2a1). (3.4)

Here, G is the amplitude of the pump field, φ is the corresponding phase, q and p being

the position and momentum operators that correspond to the motion of movable mirror

M , respectively. In addition, as(a†s) are the ladder operators of the field associated

with two optical modes, ζ1 is the optomechanical coupling strength, ωcs (ωLs
) be the

frequencies of cavity (input laser) and Es is related to the input laser power Ps as
˜

Es =√
Ps/�ωLs

with Es =
√

2κsPs

�ωLs
, κs is the usual cavity decay rate (with s=1,2).

The system dynamics is governed by the standard Heisenberg-Langevin ap-

proach [94, 95]. Therefore, under the action of Hamiltonian (Eq. (3.1)), following

set of nonlinear equations are obtained:

·
q = p/m, (3.5)

·
p = ζ1a

†
1a1 −mω2

mq − γmp+ ξ, (3.6)

·
a1 = −i(ωc1 − ωL1

)a1 + iζ1qa1 + E1 − iG exp(iφ)a2 (3.7)

− κ1a1 +
√
2κ1ain,1,

and

·
a2 = −i(ωc2 − ωL2

)a2 + E2 − iG exp(−iφ)a1 (3.8)

− κ2a2 +
√
2κ2ain,2,
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where ain,s (s = 1, 2) are the vacuum noise operators which follows usual correlation

functions and ξ is the Hermitian operator for Brownian noise [94, 95]. The correlation

functions describing the noise operators are given by

〈
ain,s(t)a

†
in,s(t

′)
〉
= δ(t− t′), (3.9)

〈ain,s(t)ain,s(t′)〉 =
〈
a†in,s(t)a

†
in,s(t

′)
〉
= 0, (3.10)

and

〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = mγm
2π

∫
ωeiω(t−t′)[coth(

�ω

2kBT
) + 1]dω, (3.11)

here, T be the effective bath temperature whereas kB being the standard Boltzmann’s

constant (from now on � = c = 1).

Since the driving laser fields are strong for optomechanical interaction, we can

write each Heisenberg operator as mean value plus a fluctuation of zero mean i.e., we

can take q = qst + δq, p = pst + δp, a1 = a1st + δa1 and a2 = a2st + δa2. Therefore,

one can linearize the system Eqs. (3.4)-(3.7), using the above definitions of operators.

We can easily obtain the steady-state values of the operators, which are as follows:

qst =
ζ1 |a1st|2
mω2

m

, pst = 0, (3.12)

and

a2st =
−iGE1e

−iφ + (iE2 + κ2)(Δ
′
1 + κ1)

G2 −Δ2(Δ′
1 + κ1)

(3.13)

where, Δ′
1 = (Δ1 − ζ1qst) is the effective detuning that includes the radiation pressure

effect, Δs = ωcs − ωLs (s = 1, 2) is the detuning of the bare cavity. It is interesting to

note the influence of the second optical field mode upon the stationary-state dynamics,

although it is not directly coupled to the mechanical mode. However, in our study, it

is clear from Eqs.(3.11)-(3.12) that the steady-state system satisfies the higher degree

polynomial equation and it has multiple roots, out of which we have to pick the roots

that satisfy the stability conditions. In order to study the entanglement generation, we

have chosen the parametric regime for strong laser power, so that |ast| � 1. In this
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working regime, one can linearize the governing Eqs. (3.4)-(3.7) by dropping the terms

of higher order. Therefore, the resultant linearized quantum Langevin equations are:

·

δq = δp/m, (3.14)

·

δp = −mω2
mδq +

ζ1
2
(a1st + a∗1st)δX1 (3.15)

+ i
ζ1
2
(a∗1st − a1st)δY1 − γmδp+ ξ,

·

δX1 = Δ
′

1δY1 − iζ1(a
∗
1st − a1st)δq +G cos(φ)δY2 (3.16)

+G sin(φ)δX2 − κ1δX1 +
√
2κ1δXin,1,

·

δY1 = −Δ
′

1δX1 + ζ1(a
∗
1s + a1s)δq −G cos(φ)δX2 (3.17)

−G sin(φ)δY2 − κ1δY1 +
√
2κ1δYin,1,

·

δX2 = Δ2δY2 −G sin(φ)δX1 +G cos(φ)δY1 (3.18)

− κ2δX2 +
√
2κ2δXin,2,

and

·

δY2 = −Δ2δX2 +G sin(φ)δY1 −G cos(φ)δX1 (3.19)

− κ2δY2 +
√
2κ2δYin,2,

Here δXs = δas+δa†s and δYs = i(δa†s−δas), (s = 1, 2) are the cavity field quadrature

operators and δXin,s = δain,s + δa†in,s and δYin,s = i(δa†in,s − δain,s), (s = 1, 2) are

the corresponding noise operators, respectively. One can therefore, express the above

equations in a compact form such that:

·

J(t) = A.J(t) + υ(t), (3.20)
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with J(t) = (δq, δp, δX1, δY1, δX2, δY2)
T is a column vector for fluctuations operators

and υ(t) = (0, ξ,
√
2κ1δXin,1,

√
2κ1δYin,1,

√
2κ2δXin,2,

√
2κ2δYin,2)

T is the column

vector for the corresponding noise sources. The drift matrix A of the system is given by

the following:

A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 1/m 0 0 0 0

−mω2
m −γm

ζ1
2
(a1st + a∗1st) i ζ1

2
(a∗1st − a1st) 0 0

−iζ1(a
∗
1st − a1st) 0 −κ1 −Δ′

1 G sin(φ) G cos(φ)

ζ1(a
∗
1s + a1s) 0 −Δ′

1 −κ1 −G cos(φ) −G sin(φ)

0 0 −G sin(φ) G cos(φ) −κ2 Δ2

0 0 −G cos(φ) G sin(φ) Δ2 −κ2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

(3.21)

We employed the Routh-Hurwitz criterion [100] for the stability conditions. The

analytical expressions are extremely tedious and long to be reported here, therefore we

present here our numerical results. Throughout our numerical simulation, we have used

the parameters that satisfy the stability conditions.

In order to study the properties of the quantum fluctuations, we use the covari-

ance matrix (CM) of the system as discussed in Sec. (2.3) [101]. In the present case,

the diffusion matrix D is defined as D = Diag[0, γm(2nth + 1), κ1, κ1, κ2, κ2] with

nth = 1/(exp( �ωm

kBT
)− 1) as an average number of thermal phonons.

Next, we want quantify the steady-state entanglement which is generated be-

tween the mechanical and one of the optical mode, say a1, we consider logarithmic

negativity EN , which has been discussed in detail in section (2.3) [102, 103].

3.3 Results and Discussions
We now consider the bi-partition mechanical/a1 modes and investigate the generation of

optomechanical entanglement in the system under consideration (Fig.3-1). Throughout

this study, we choose the physical parameters which satisfy the stability conditions, as

obtained by the Routh-Hurwitz stability criteria [100]. The working regime is strong

coupling regime such that G2/γm >> κ1, κ2, while the wavelengths λ1 and λ2 are

taken to be 1064 nm and 810 nm, cavity lengths are L1 = 1mm, L2 = 3mm, mechan-

ical quality factor Q = ωm/γm = 2.1 × 105, effective mass of the mirror m = 5ng,
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ωm/2π = 275 kHz, G = 6 × 106 s−1 and nth = 50. First of all we plotted the EN

against normalized detuning for different choices of laser powers of input drive. Figure

(3.2) shows the result for the case without any contributions from parametric converter.

This results clearly shows that entanglement exists even for bare cavity case. However,

in order to study the effects of parametric converter, we noticed that the magnitude

of entanglement has been increased and it exists in both regimes after the inclusion

of parametric converter (See Fig. (3.3)). It is worth pointing out that the difficulty

with the blue sideband is the mechanical instability. Our results show that inclusion

of parametric converter contributes to the additional stabilization of system. A careful

comparison of Fig. 3-2 and Fig. 3-3, respectively, implies that entanglement exists even

on the negative mechanical sideband and has also been obtained for enhanced region

along the effective detuning axis. In addition, it has been observed that logarithmic

negativity curve shifts towards the negative values of normalized detuning. An insight

into this result can be obtained by considering the fact that the parametric conversion

process leads to the exchange of photons between two different modes which in turn

introduces a frequency shift [112]. It is clear that, in the present case, a careful choice

of normalized detuning is very important. Also, it can be seen from these results that

entanglement increases with the magnitude of input laser power, this is in fact due to

the increased radiation pressure force on the movable mirror M . However, we found

that this increase has its own limitation, i.e., a further increase in input laser power will

contributes towards more noise and as a result entanglement decreases.

Next we consider the effects of cavity decay on optomechanical entanglement

in the presence of parametric converter. As shown in Fig. (3-4), this dependence has

considerable impact on the entanglement and an increase in the decay rate κ1 reduces

the magnitude of EN , for the same system parameters. In fact this decrease is related to

the leakage of field through the optomechanical cavity and therefore, decreases the op-

tomechanical interaction among the optical field and mechanical mode of the mirrorM .

Therefore, we infer that increasing the decay rate decreases the degree of entanglement,

however, even for greater decay rate entanglement is much prominent as compared with

bare cavity i.e., Fig. (3-2). This feature clearly demonstrate that inclusion of parametric

converter to the system leads to enhanced stability and therefore, has a positive effect.

In order to further study the dependence of entanglement upon the system parameters,
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Figure 3-2: Logarithmic negativity EN vs normalized detuning Δ1/ωm for three dif-
ferent choices of laser power P = P1 = P2 without parametric converter. With φ = 0,
nth = 50, m= 5 ng, G = 0 and κ1 = κ2 = 0.5ωm.
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Figure 3-3: EN vs Δ1/ωm, with parametric converter. Input laser power are the same
as in Fig. 2. With φ = 0, G = 6 × 106s−1, nth = 50, m= 5 ng, G = 0 and κ1 = κ2 =
0.5ωm.
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Figure 3-4: Effect of cavity decay rate κ1: EN vs Δ1/ωm with fixed value of κ2 = 0.5
ωm, P = 10mW , G = 6× 106s−1, nth = 50, m= 5ng and φ = 0.

we next plotted the logarithmic negativity against normalized detuningΔ1/ωm for three

different choices of input laser power P2 while keeping P1 fixed at 10mW (See Fig. (3-

5)). Our results depict the influence of second optical field mode on optomechanical

entanglement, although this mode is not directly coupled with the mechanical mode as-

sociated with the movable mirror. This fact is more clearly demonstrated in Fig. (3.6),

where EN has been plotted for three different numerical values of Δ2 against the nor-

malized detuning of first field mode i.e., Δ1/ωm. This result is quite interesting, since

it shows the influence of second optical field mode upon the optomechanical entan-

glement between the first field mode and movable mirror M . Our result shows that

different choices of Δ2 gives rise to a variation in entanglement, hence providing an

additional control parameter. This fact is also clear form Eq. (3.12), which contains the

implicit dependence on the Δ2.

It is well known fact that the effective temperature strongly influences the en-

tanglement. We would focus upon the temperature dependence in Fig. (3-7). Since, it

has been known from the expression of mean thermal phonon number that higher mean
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Figure 3-5: Effect of power ratios P2/P1: Logarithmic negativity EN for fixed value
of κ2 = 0.5ωm, P1 = 10mW , G = 6× 106s−1, nth = 50, m= 5ng and φ = 0.

thermal phonon number corresponds to a higher kinetic temperature of the mirror and

vice versa. Figure. (3-7) elaborates this feature of entanglement as a function of nor-

malized detuning and mean thermal phonon number. Figure (3-7(a)) shows the case of

an optomechanical cavity without having a parametric converter i.e., G = 0, while Fig.

(3-7(b)) shows the results after inclusion of parametric converter. A careful compari-

son of these figures leads to the conclusion that entanglement became more robust with

the inclusion of parametric converter as compared with the bare cavity case. It can be

seen that in Fig. (3-7(a)), that entanglement exists for small number of mean thermal

phonons, however, it rapidly decreases with increasing number of thermal phonons/ ef-

fective kinetic temperature of movable mirror M . Magnitude of EN has been shown

by the numbers shown on the contours. It can be seen that inclusion of converter ex-

tends the region of entanglement to both sides of normalized detuning axis i.e., red

sideband as well as blue sideband. Parametric converter contributes to the reduction

of mechanical instability which in turn leads to extended region of entanglement and

robustness against effective thermal phonon number. In order to ensure clarity, figure

contain magnitude of EN displayed on the contours. It can be concluded that, for a bare
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Figure 3-6: Effect of second optical mode Δ2/ωm: EN vs Δ1/ωm with fixed value of
κ2 = 0.5 ωm, P = 10mW , G = 6× 106s−1, nth = 50, m= 5ng and φ = 0.

optomechanical cavity (G = 0), for low number of average phonon numbers, entangle-

ment initially seem to be greater, however, it decays to zero very rapidly, for nth ≈ 150.

However, for the similar system parameters entanglement exists for higher number of

average thermal phonons nth and therefore, more robust against thermal effects. There-

fore, we can conclude that, in both the cases, entanglement monotonically decreases as

the number of mean phonons increases. However, addition of parametric converter to

the system enhances the entanglement for extended region and therefore, has a overall

positive impact. The fact behind the enhancement of entanglement for higher number of

average phonon number is that parametric conversion process introduces an additional

feature in the system as discussed in detail in Ref. [112].

Finally, we investigate the effects of phase φ upon the generated entanglement.

Up to this point, we assumed the value of phase φ to be equal to zero. Figure. (3.8)

shows a surface plot of logarithmic negativity against normalized detuning. Here, we

have taken the phase in the units of φ/2π. A close investigation of this result shows the

periodicity in the plot, as the phase varies from 2π cycle. Therefore, one can clearly

figure out the optimal value of phase factor which is in our case lies in the neighborhood

of φ = 0.8π. It is worth noting that this phase dependence is because of parametric
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Figure 3-7: EN vs average phonon number nth. (a) Cavity without converter i.e.,
G = 0, (b) Cavity containing converter with G = 6 × 106s−1. It is clear that inclu-
sion of parametric converter leads to robust entanglement for higher number of thermal
phonons (nth ≈ 440). Input power is taken to be P = P1 = P2 = 10mW and other
parameters are same as in Fig. 3.3.

phase matching condition, which in turn is related to conservation of momentum. In

the end, we assert that a careful choice of parametric phase is needed for the optimal

optomechanical dynamics.
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4 Effects of Laser Phase Noise on
Optomechanical Entanglement in the

Presence of Nonlinear Kerr-down Converter

4.1 Introduction
Lasers can have several kind of noises that have profound impact on applications espe-

cially where precision measurements are required. Mainly there are two type of laser

noises i.e., amplitude (Intensity) noise and phase noise [116, 117]. It is often hard to

eliminate phase noise completely since the origin is related to unavoidable quantum

fluctuations. However, intensity noise can be minimized by several methods like us-

ing low loss resonators, single frequency pump and feedback system. On the other

hand, phase noise is somehow hard to minimize because of additional difficulties like

requirement of phase reference and divergence in power spectral density (PSD) [118].

It is important to mention that laser linewidth is related to Laser Phase Noise (LPN) and

described by Schawlow-Townes linewidth [119].

In this chapter, we study the effects of pump laser phase noise (LPN) on steady-

state optomechanical cavity containing Kerr-down conversion crystal [120]. Laser phase

noise has been extensively studied in many systems ranging from cooling of mirrors to

optomechanical entanglement. Based on these studies, we infer that phase noise poses

serious limitation on ground-state cooling, quantum memories and is a main decoher-

ence source of suppression of optomechanical entanglement [121–126]. It has been

shown in our results that the generated entanglement is very responsive to the phase

noise source. Here, we considered a standard optomechanical cavity having a Kerr-

down conversion medium within the cavity [127, 128]. The cavity is being pumped by

an input laser having frequency ωL and time-dependent phase fluctuation described by

Φ(t). We consider system dynamics in next section.
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4.2 System and Model
Consider a single-mode optical cavity with one fixed mirror and other mirror is movable

under the action of radiation pressure force (See Fig. 4.1). The cavity contains a Kerr-

down converter crystal which could be a bi-layer crystal that contains Kerr nonlinearity

as well as nonlinearity due to down conversion as discussed in Ref. [127, 128]. Here we

closely follow the mathematical model of Shahidani et al [127, 128], however, the main

focus is to study the effects of LPN on the entanglement dynamics of the system. We

suppose that the motion of a movable mirror is in the x-direction with an effective mass

of m and the mechanical frequency of the mirror is given by ωm. It is also assumed

that the movable mirror is in equilibrium with thermal bath of temperature T and the

mechanical damping rate is defined to be γm = 1
Q
ωm, whereQ is the mechanical quality

factor. In addition to above assumption, working regime is supposed to be adiabatic

regime, in which we have the condition ωm � πc/L, with L being the length of cavity

and c is the speed of light in free space. Keeping in view, the above assumptions, the

total Hamiltonian of the system under rotating-wave approximation in a frame rotating

at laser frequency ωL is given by:

H = H0 +HI , (4.1)

where

H0 = �(ωc − ω
L
)a†a+

�ωm

2
(p2 + q2), (4.2)

and

H1 = −�g0qa
†a+ i�E(a† exp(−iωLt− iΦ(t))

−a exp(iωLt+ iΦ(t))) + i�G(exp(iθ)(a†)2

− exp(−iθ)a2) + �χ(a†)2a2. (4.3)

Here, G is the parametric gain of optical parametric amplifier (down converter), θ is

its associated phase, q and p are the dimensionless position and momentum operators

of movable mirror, respectively. The operators a(a†) are the standard annihilation and
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Figure 4-1: Schematic diagram of optomechanical system. Cavity contains a Kerr-
down conversion medium and a movable mirror. Cavity is pumped by a laser withe
frequency ωL and κ being the decay rate for cavity.

creation operators of the cavity field, g0 is the optomechanical coupling between cavity

and mechanical mode, ωc be the frequency of cavity and E is related to the input laser

power as E =
√
2κP/�ωL, where κ is the decay rate of cavity. Nonlinearity due to the

presence of optical Kerr medium is described by the last term in Eq. (4-3). Here, χ is

proportional to the third-order non-linear susceptibility of Kerr medium. Moreover, we

suppose that the resonance frequency shift of the cavity and Kerr medium are negligibly

small as compared to the longitudinal mode spacing inside cavity. This implies that,

keeping aur analysis simpler, we can choose the detection bandwidth so that we can

consider single mechanical mode, ignoring mode-mode coupling.

4.2.1 System Dynamics
The system under consideration characterized by the Hamiltonian (Eq. 4-1), is an open

quantum system and therefore, its dynamics is governed by the Heisenberg-Langevin

approach [94]. Therefore, we obtain the following set of nonlinear equations, (from

now on we take � = c = 1):
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·
q = ωmp, (4.4)

·
p = g0a

†a− ωmq − γmp+ ξ(t), (4.5)

and

·
a = −(iΔ0 + κ)a+ ig0qa+ E − 2iχa†a2 (4.6)

+ 2G exp(iθ)a† + ia
·

Φ +
√
2κain,

where the term containing
·

Φ in Eq. (4.6), covers the effects of LPN, ain is the input

vacuum noise operators [94, 95] and ξ is the hermitian operator for Brownian noise

[92]. The correlation functions of noise operators are:

〈
ain(t)a

†
in(t

′)
〉
= δ(t− t′), (4.7)

〈ain(t)ain(t′)〉 =
〈
a†in(t)a

†
in(t

′)
〉
= 0, (4.8)

and

〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = mγm
2π

∫
ωeiω(t−t′)[coth(

�ω

2kBT
) + 1]dω, (4.9)

here, T is the temperature of bath and kB is the Boltzmann constant.

We restrict our analysis to steady-state case and assuming the driving laser field

to be strong, we can express each Heisenberg operator as an average value plus small

fluctuation of zero mean i.e., q = qs + δq, p = ps + δp and a = α + δa. We can

therefore, linearize the set of quantum Langevin equations of motion i.e., Eqs. (4.4)-

(4.6). We obtain the following steady-state values of the operators:

qs =
g0 |αs|2
ωm

, ps = 0,

αs =
E√

(Δ− 2G sin(θ))2 + (κ− 2G cos(θ))2
, (4.10)
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where, Δ = Δ0 + (2χ − g2
0

ωm
) |αs|2 is the effective detuning including the radiation

pressure effect alongwith contribution from Kerr medium. In addition, we can take αs

to be real and positive by suitable adjustment of phase corresponding to the pump field.

For large input laser power, so that |αs| � 1, we can linearize the Langevin equation

for fluctuations of operators. We then obtain the following set of linearized equations

by ignoring the higher order terms

·

δq = ωmδp, (4.11)
·

δp = −ωmδq + gδX − γmδp+ ξ,

·

δX = −(κ− 2G cos(θ))δX + (Δ + 2G sin(θ))δY (4.12)

+
√
2κδXin,

and

·

δY = −(Δ1 + 2χα2
s − 2G sin(θ))δX − (κ+ 2G cos(θ))δY (4.13)

+
√
2αs

·

Φ +
√
2κδYin.

Here, δX and δY are the cavity field quadratures as defined in Section (2.2.2). In a

compact matrix form we have

·

J(t) = A.J(t) + η(t), (4.14)

where J(t) = (δq, δp, δX, δY )T is a column vector for fluctuations operators and

η(t) = (0, ξ,
√
2κδXin,

√
2κδYin)

T is the column vector for the corresponding noise

sources. The drift matrix A of the system describes the dynamics of the system and is

given by:

A =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 ωm 0 0

−ωm −γm g 0

0 0 A33 A34

g 0 A43 A44

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(4.15)
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where, A33 = −(κ − 2G cos(θ)), A34 = (Δ + 2G sin(θ)), A43 = −(Δ1 + 2χα2
s −

2G sin(θ)), A44 = −(κ+ 2G cos(θ)) and g =
√
2g0αs is the enhanced optomechanical

coupling. Next, we perform the stability analysis of the system using the Routh-Hurwitz

stability criterion [100], and obtained the stability condition which are given by the

following:

C1 = κ2 + (Δ + 2χα2
s)

2 + 4(G exp(iθ)− iχα2
s)

2 > 0, (4.16)

C2 = ωmC1 − g0(Δ + 2G sin(θ)) > 0, (4.17)

C3 = 2κγm[(C1 − ω2
m)

2 + (γm + 2κ)(γmC1 + 2κω2
m)] (4.18)

+g20ωm(Δ + 2G sin(θ))(γm + 2κ) > 0. (4.19)

Throughout our analysis, we choose the physical parameters of system that sat-

isfy the above mentioned stability conditions.

In order to study the properties of the quantum fluctuations, covariance matrix

(CM) method has been employed in a similar fashion as discussed in Sec. (2.3). In the

present case, modified noise vector defined as

n̂T = (0, ξ(t),
√
2κδXin,

√
2κδYin +

√
2αs

·

Φ). (4.20)

It is clear from above equation Eq. (4.19) that the last term of noise vector is modified

and contributes to the phase noise. In order to find covariance matrix V, we need a

diffusion matrix D in accordance with the modified noise vector. We obtain D =

Diag[0, γm(2
_
n+1), κ, κ+N ] where _

n = 1/(exp( �ωm

kBT
)− 1) as mean thermal phonons

and N is the contribution from phase noise term which is given by

N = α2
s

∫ ∞

0

dsM44(s)

〈
·

Φ(s)
·

Φ(0)

〉
, (4.21)

here, M44(s) =
〈
4
∣∣eAs

∣∣ 4〉 and |4〉T = (0, 0, 0, 1)T . It is therefore, now possible to

incorporate the effects of phase noise (LPN) on the dynamics of our optomechanical

system.
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4.2.2 Phase Noise Model
In the present day laser technology, amplitude noise has very small contribution as com-

pared with the phase noise Φ(t) and therefore, we can ignore, for the sake of simplicity,

the amplitude noise. Here, we consider phase noise for an ideal single mode laser driv-

ing the cavity, whose dynamics is governed by [121, 122]

··

Φ + γc
·

Φ = ξ ·

Φ
(t), (4.22)

here, ξ ·

Φ
(t) is a Gaussian random variable with following correlation:

〈
ξ ·

Φ
(t)ξ ·

Φ
(t′)
〉
= 2γcΓLδ(t− t′), (4.23)

where, ΓL is the laser linewidth and γc is the inverse of finite correlation time of phase

noise. Laser phase noise spectrum is defined as S ·

Φ
(ω) =

〈
·

Φ(ω)
·

Φ(ω)

〉
. Taking the

Fourier transform of Eq. (4.21), and using the result given by Eq. (4.22). We obtain the

following expression for noise spectrum

S ·

Φ
(ω) =

2ΓLγ
2
c

ω2 + γ2
c

. (4.24)

It is worth noting that in the limit where γc → ∞ gives the white noise case. Also for

ω ≥ γc it reduces to power spectrum of phase noise. In order to avoid overestimation

of LPN effects, we apply wiener-Khinchin theorem to obtain

〈
·

Φ(s)
·

Φ(0)

〉
=

∫ ∞

−∞

〈
·

Φ(ω)
·

Φ(ω)

〉
eiωsdω

= 2γ2
cΓLe

−γcs. (4.25)

It is clear form Eq. (4.24) that phase noise depends on the squared cavity decay rate i.e.,

γ2
c and laser linewidth ΓL. Using the above equation in Eq. (4.21), we have N specific

to this model as

N = 2α2
sγcΓl

∫ ∞

0

dsM44(s)e
−γcs. (4.26)
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The general expression for N is rather tedious and complicated, therefore it is not re-

ported here.

4.3 Optomechanical Entanglement
We are now interested in the quantification of steady-state optomechanical entangle-

ment between optical and mechanical modes of the cavity in the presence of phase

fluctuations associated with the laser driving the system. As a quantifiable measure, we

employed logarithmic negativity EN which is discussed in detail in section (2.3).

4.4 Numerical Results
We now present results of our numerical simulations for steady-state optomechanical

entanglement. The schematic diagram of the system consists of a single-mode optome-

chanical cavity with one partially transmitting fixed mirror and other mirror is movable

under the action of incident radiation pressure force (See Fig. 4.1). Throughout this

work, we have assumed strong coupling regime i.e., G2

γm
� κ, equilibrium cavity length

is taken to be L = 1mm, wavelength of laser λ = 810nm and the effective mass of

movable mirror m = 5ng. Other system parameters include, mechanical damping rate

γm = ωm/Q, with mechanical quality factor Q = 2.1 × 105, frequency of movable

mirror ωm/2π = 275kHz and mean thermal phonon number is taken to be _
n = 50. It is

worth mentioning that all of system parameters satisfy the stability conditions given by

Eqs. (4.16)-(4.18). Throughout this study, we considered red side band regime because

of the mechanical instability on blue sideband regime.

In order to see the effects of phase noise, we have plotted logarithmic negativity

against normalized detuning of the cavity for two different magnitudes of input laser

powers (See Fig.4.2). Input laser phase noise basically depends on the laser linewidth

ΓL and γc which is related to the correlation time of phase noise as shown in Eq. (4.24).

Figure 4.2(a) is for power P = 15mW with three different values of laser linewidth ΓL.

This result shows that increasing the magnitude of linewidth leads to the suppression of

entanglement and therefore phase noise has a destructive feature in this sense. However,

it is interesting to note that entanglement is still achievable even in the presence of

phase noise. This shows the robustness of entanglement against pump phase noise

due to the presence of nonlinear parametric down converter. It has been shown that

parametric gain enhances the number of photons inside cavity which inturn leads to
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Figure 4-2: Logarithmic Negativity EN versus normalized detuning Δ0/ωm. Cavity
decay rate κ = 0.5ωm, G = 1.1κ, χ = 0.01s−1,

_
n = 50, θ = 0, ωm/2π = 275kHz and

γc = 104Hz. Input laser power (a) P = 15mW, (b)P = 5mW .

robust entanglement[86].

Effects of parametric gain in the presence of phase noise, can be more clearly

seen from in Figure. (4.3). Figure (4.3 (a)) shows the results for input laser power

P = 15mW . The result shows that an increase in magnitude of laser linewidth leads to

the decrease in entanglement. Next, Fig. (4.3 (b)) shows the results for lower input laser

power i.e., P = 5mW . Here we can see that increasing the gain of parametric amplifier

leads to an increase of entanglement, the fact behind this increase is the generation

of correlated excitations due to the parametric down conversion process which inturn

enhance the entanglement [86]. On the other hand, effects of phase noise is the decrease

of entanglement.

Our system contains both, Kerr and parametric conversion process. We now

focus on the effects of Kerr type nonlinear interaction including non-zero phase noise.

It is clear from the expression of effective detuning i.e., Δ = Δ0 + (2χ − g2
0

ωm
) |αs|2

(which is the product of Kerr coupling and average photons present in cavity) modifies

the detuning of the cavity and therefore, it contributes in the entanglement dynamics of

our system. Figure. (4.4), elaborates the effects of Kerr non-linearity, in the presence of
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Figure 4-3: Effects of parametric gainG/κ on Logarithmic negativityEN as a function
of normalized detuning Δ0/ωm. Input laser power P = 15mW , parametric phase
θ = 0. (a) G/κ = 1.5 and (b) G/κ = 2.0. All of remaining parameters are same as in
Fig. 4.2.

phase noise, for a different choice of χ(= 0.03s−1). Our results show that both degree

of entanglement and the frequency domain of entanglement greatly affected due to the

laser phase noise. It may be pointed out that the effects of Kerr non-linearity on optome-

chanical entanglement have been investigated by several groups. It was shown that Kerr

non-linearity enhances the region of stability and therefore makes the entanglement

more robust against dissipative environment [127]. In addition, it has been found that

optomechanical entanglement exists even when the input field is not squeezed. These

interesting features lead to enhancement of overall entanglement domain [125].

Next, we consider the effects of cavity decay rate κ in Fig. (4.5). It can be seen

that increasing the magnitude of κ decreases the entanglement as it is expected. The

reason for decrease in entanglement is the leakage of cavity photons which reduce the

optomechanical interaction and therefore, has negative impact. It is also important to

note that in both of the cases, peaks shifted towards left with the increasing magnitude

of κ. We therefore, infer that a careful choice of system parameters give us additional

control in manipulation of optomechanical entanglement dynamics [125].
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Figure 4-4: Effect of Kerr nonlinearity. Power P = 10mW, θ = 0 and G/κ = 1 and
χ = 0.03s−1. All other parameters are same as in Fig. 4.2
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Figure 4-5: Effect of cavity decay κ. Logarithmic Negativity EN vs normalized detun-
ing Δ0/ωm. (a) κ/ωm = 0.8 and (b) κ/ωm = 1.2. All other parameters are same as in
Fig. (4.2).
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Figure 4-6: EN vs Δ1/ωm for two different choices of parametric phase (a) θ = 3π/2
and (b) θ = π. Other parameters are same as in Fig. (4.2).

We now considered the effects of parametric phase θ associated with down-

conversion parametric process. Figure. (4.6) shows the results for two different choices

of parametric phase θ, and the effect of laser linewidth ΓL. It has been a well established

fact that phase dependence is related to phase matching condition which is necessary

for momentum conservation. Therefore, a careful choice of parametric phase lies at

the heart of entanglement dynamics having any kind of parametric process. As in our

previous cases, phase noise, which is related to the laser linewidth has a negative impact

on the entanglement. We have seen, during the whole study that phase noise has a

strong influence on the entanglement of the system. We therefore conclude that laser

phase noise (LPN) contributes to the decoherence which is characterized by N and

therefore, the amount of achievable entanglement is greatly affected by phase noise

(LPN) [129, 130].

Throughout this study, we have presented the effects of input laser phase noise

on the entanglement. It is interesting to see whether the presence of Kerr-down conver-

sion non-linearity can improve the robustness of the entanglement against input laser

phase noise. In order to study this, next we have plotted the logarithmic negativity
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Figure 4-7: EN vs Δ1/ωm and G/κ, for two different choices of Kerr non-linearity
parameter χ. (a) χ = 0, (b) and (b) χ = 0.06s−1. Input power is taken to be P = 15mW
and laser linewidth Γl = 100Hz. Other parameters are same as in Fig. 4.2.
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against normalized detuning and parametric gain G/κ for two different choices of Kerr

non-linearity factor χ (as shown in Fig. (4.7)). Our results clearly show that inclusion

of Kerr non-linearity results in the enhancement of entanglement. Also, the increase in

the magnitude of the Kerr non-linearity results in further enhancement of entanglement

domain (as shown in Fig. (4.7) (b)). It may be pointed out that in an earlier study, it

was shown that the inclusion of Kerr non-linearity leads to an increase in the radiation

pressure contribution to the degree of squeezing of the transmitted field which is greater

than the system based on a bare optomechanical cavity [127]. It was further shown that

the achievable entanglement for only parametric gain was seriously limited by stability

condition, however, this limitation has been removed to some extent by the inclusion of

Kerr non-linearity which leads to additional stability.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

Throughout this thesis, we have mainly focused on the Quantum Effects in Optome-

chanical Systems. However, the main emphasis remained on the most weird and coun-

terintuitive quantum effect i.e., quantum entanglement. It has been of great debate since

the inception of quantummechanics that weather quantum effects play important role in

relatively large objects forming macroscopic systems [131]. Quantum optomechanics is

one of the potentially suitable candidates to answer this issue. Optomechanical systems

are based on mechanical action of radiation pressure force due to the incident radiation.

Basic optomechanical system consists of mechanical object(s) with sufficiently small

mass such that even weak and feeble radiation pressure force gives rise to mechanical

motion.

A typical representation of such a system is the Fabry-Perot cavity (FPC) hav-

ing one massive and fixed end-mirror while the second mirror with comparatively lower

mass that can oscillate subjected to a harmonic potential. These kind of systems are of

considerable interest in optomechanics and in order to study the non-classical behav-

ior of a mechanical resonator of relatively macroscopic dimension, which is a better

choice. In quantum optomechanics, we can have a significant change in momentum of

mechanical resonator because of the quantum noise present in the light intensity.

In the present thesis, we considered three different schemes for steady-state op-

tomechanical entanglement. The systems under consideration are hybrid optomechan-

ical setups having non-degenerate optical parametric amplifier (NOPA), Optical para-

metric converter and Kerr-down conversion. In the case of Kerr-down converter case,

we considered the effects of laser phase noise of input pump. However, entanglement

is still achievable even with non zero phase noise, by a careful choice of control param-

eters.

We began with a brief and naive introduction and historical developments of

quantum optomechanical systems. In order to study the dynamics of such a system,
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characterized by the total Hamiltonian in RWA and Langevin equations for a simple

optomechanical setup. Next, we presented a brief review of optomechanical entangle-

ment which is the main focus of this thesis.

In order to study the aspects of non-degenerate PA (NOPA), we considered a bi-

modal optical cavity with one mechanical mirror which can oscillate under the influence

of incident radiation pressure. System dynamics is described by linearized Heisenberg-

Langevin approach which leads to the system drift matrix. Entanglement quantification

is estimated by utilizing covariance matrix approach to obtain logarithmic negativity.

We found that optomechanical entanglement has been improved due to the presence

of NOPA which is quite intriguing. The interaction of the system is nonlinear because

of the presence of non-degenerate parametric amplification process within the cavity.

Our outcomes show the clear dependence of suitable choice of parametric phase due to

NOPA on the entanglement. We likewise taken the impacts of cavity decay rates and

the input driving laser power. Moreover, we have found the fact that the generated en-

tanglement is dependent upon the appropriate selection of laser drive. The fact behind

this dependence lies in the fact that increased power enhances the incident radiation

pressure which influences the entanglement dynamics. In this chapter, the influence

of mean thermal phonon occupation has also taken in to the account. We found that

, strikingly, entanglement in present case is more robust against the higher values of

phonon occupation number, which is the manifest of presence of NOPA. In addition,

we also considered the dependence of parametric phase factor. Our results depicts that

the generated entanglement has been increased due to NOPA, even for higher effec-

tive temperature and cavity decay rates. Next, the system has been studied for various

choices of phase ϕ, which is related to the field that drive NOPA. From our results, we

infer that the entanglement spectrum can be enhanced by the proper adjustment of phase

of the driving field. Therefore, we can conclude that one can control the optomechanical

entanglement by proper adjustment of system parameters.

We extend our study regarding optomechanical entanglement to another para-

metric process i.e., optical parametric frequency conversion. Parametric conversion is a

non-linear process in which input light frequency is converted to other frequency with

the aid of optical non-linearities. In this study, we have used a bimodal optomechani-

cal cavity with a parametric converter inside the cavity. Here, using the system’s total
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Hamiltonian, we obtained the drift matrix and quantified entanglement by numerically

calculating logarithmic negativity. Results are obtained for different system parameters

i.e., input power, cavity decay rate, mean phonon number and phase associated with

frequency conversion process. We have obtained the entanglement in both of the side-

band regimes, namely blue and red sidebands. The underlying fact is the enhancement

of mechanical stability due to inclusion of parametric converter. This is because optical

mode effectively creates negative damping that can overwhelm the low intrinsic damp-

ing of mechanical mode. Therefore, the work may be considered as a useful addition in

the explorations of the macroscopic quantum effects in optomechanical systems.

Finally, the effects of LPN have been considered for a single-mode hybrid op-

tomechanical system. Here, we have a slightly different optomechanical system which

is now based on a single-mode cavity with a Kerr-down conversion medium inside the

cavity. It is worth mentioning that, in practical situation, cancellation of LPN is much

more difficult task as compared to its counter part i.e., amplitude noise. It has been

shown by Poizat et al that phase noise due to coupling of phase amplitude can not

be completely excluded [132–134]. Therefore, LPN has considerable effects on the

dynamics of the system. Laser phase noise has been widely studied in many of the

practical systems that ranges from cooling of mirrors to optomechanical entanglement

and based on these studies, we infer that LPN put stringent limitations on ground-state

cooling as well as quantum memories and is a decoherence source for the suppression

of optomechanical entanglement [121–127]. Throughout our analysis, we have consid-

ered the effects of input LPN on generated entanglement for various choices of system

parameters. Interestingly, we find that several system parameters contributes positively

towards the enhancement of entanglement, like input laser power, parametric gain G

and nonlinear Kerr non-linearity. Our results show that the inclusion of Kerr down-

converter enhances the magnitude of entanglement domain in a two-fold way. Firstly,

parametric gain leads to the increased in the photon number inside the cavity and there-

fore, gives rise to an enhanced radiation pressure on movable mirror which results in

entanglement enhancement. Secondly, Kerr non-linearity contributes to the stability of

the system and therefore, increases the domain of the entanglement spectrum. Our re-

sults show that the addition of a Kerr down-converter to the optomechanical cavity can

improve the robustness of entanglement with finite non-zero values of laser phase noise.
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